Her Hollywood Kiss Part 4 (BWWM Romance)

The final part of the brand new Hollywood
Kiss series. The first ever BWWM Movie
Star Romance to hit Kindle! Maya has
already lost some of the main loves in her
life and she is determined not to lose Bruce
also. Bruce has been the only one there for
her in her hour of need. However, the
happy couple might not have much time
left to spend with each other as Bruce is
offered the role of a lifetime if he returns to
Hollywood. Bruce has to choose. Does he
chase the dream he always wanted since he
was a little boy? Or does he play happy
families and marry Maya? Start reading
this brilliant BWWM Movie Star romance
by scrolling up and clicking Buy Now.
Remember, this book is a black woman white man interracial romance but it can be
read by people of all backgrounds!
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